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Abstract The Greenland ice sheet is projected to be strongly affected by global warming.7
These projections are either issued from downscaling methods (such as Regional Climate8
Models) or they come directly from General Circulation Models (GCMs). In this context,9
it is necessary to evaluate the accuracy of the daily atmospheric circulation simulated by10
the GCMs, since it is used as forcing for downscaling methods. Thus, we use an automatic11
circulation type classification based on two indices (Euclidean distance and Spearman rank12
correlation using the daily 500 hPa geopotential height) to evaluate the ability of the GCMs13
from both CMIP3 and CMIP5 databases to simulate the main circulation types over Green-14
land during summer. For each circulation type, the GCMs are compared to three reanalysis15
datasets on the basis of their frequency and persistence differences. For the current climate16
(1961-1990), we show that most of the GCMs do not reproduce the expected frequency17
and the persistence of the circulation types and that they simulate poorly the observed daily18
variability of the general circulation. Only a few GCMs can be used as reliable forcings19
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2for downscaling methods over Greenland. Finally, when applying the same approach to the20
future projections of the GCMs, no significant change in the atmospheric circulation over21
Greenland is detected, besides a generalised increase of the geopotential height due to a22
uniform warming of the atmosphere.23
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1 Introduction26
Atmosphere-Ocean General CirculationModels (AOGCMs) project that, in the future, global27
warming will be much more important in the polar regions and particularly in the Arctic28
compared to other regions ([Meehl et al. 2007]). Moreover, recent observations show that29
the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) climate is warming and that a part of these changes are at-30
tributable to the general circulation ([Hanna et al. 2008], [Hanna et al. 2009], [Tedesco et al. 2008],31
[Box et al. 2010], [Fettweis et al. 2011b], [Box et al. 2012] and [Fettweis et al. 2012]). In-32
deed, [Fettweis et al. 2011b], [Mote 1998a] and [Mote 1998b] showed that there is a strong33
link between atmospheric circulation and near-surface air temperature (impacting the sur-34
face snow melt) over the Greenland ice sheet. [Mote 1998a] analysed teleconnections and35
[Mote 1998b] performed a cluster analysis; both analyses were based on a principal com-36
ponent analysis to study the linkage between circulation patterns at 700 hPa over the whole37
Arctic region and the Greenland ice sheet melt. They showed that the melting rate can be38
very different from one circulation pattern to another and that a significant part of the current39
trend towards increasing melt can be explained by changes in the atmospheric circulation.40
In addition, it is known that General CirculationModels (GCMs) better simulate the gen-41
eral circulation than surface variables such as temperature or precipitation ([Yarnal et al. 2001]).42
Indeed, the coarse resolution of GCMs makes it very difficult to reliably simulate surface43
variables, which have important local variations and are strongly influenced by land use,44
topography and other local features not resolved by the horizontal resolution used in GCMs45
([Gutmann et al. 2011], [Boe´ et al. 2009]). On the other hand, atmospheric circulation is as-46
sumed to be better simulated by GCMs, since it is characterised by large-scale variations47
([Plaut and Simonnet 2001]). It is also less dependent on surface influences, in particular48
when considering upper levels, for example the geopotential height at 500 hPa.49
3Furthermore, the atmospheric circulation simulated by GCMs is used in many climato-50
logical studies and as a forcing for many downscaling methods. For example, GCMs are nec-51
essary inputs as boundary conditions for Regional ClimateModel simulations ([Zorita and von Storch 1999]).52
They are also used as a predictor variable for statistical downscaling methods ([Anagnostopoulou et al. 2008],53
[Brinkmann 2000], [Enke and Spekat 1997]). But, whereas statistical and dynamical down-54
scaling methods attempt to give more precise results at the surface than GCMs, they are not55
able to correct the biases in the atmospheric circulation simulated by GCMs ([Fettweis et al. 2011a],56
[Yoshimori and Abe-Ouchi 2011]). Thus, the reliability and the correctness of the GCM-57
based general circulation are very important given that they are essential assumptions for the58
use of this circulation in downscaling methods ([Wilby and Wigley 2000], [Yarnal et al. 2001]).59
Therefore, it is essential to analyse and evaluate the general circulation simulated by GCMs.60
Circulation type classifications are efficient tools to evaluate GCM-based circulations61
([Pastor and Casado 2012],[Anagnostopoulou et al. 2009], [Schuenemann and Cassano 2009],62
[Zorita et al. 1995], [Kysely and Huth 2006], [Bardossy and Caspary 1990], [Demuzere et al. 2009],63
[Huth 2000]) and to analyse in detail projected changes in the future circulation ([Schuenemann and Cassano 2010]).64
Indeed, these classifications allow a more precise analysis of the general circulation by65
considering each circulation type separately ([Bardossy et al. 2002]). Therefore, circulation66
type classifications have the advantage over simple statistics, which are often based only on67
the average and the standard deviation of the present day conditions.68
Since GCMs do not reproduce the daily observed climate but try to simulate as well as69
possible the mean climatic state and its variability over a long period, it is not possible to70
analyse the outputs of the models day by day. It is for this reason that monthly or seasonal71
means over many years are usually used to compare GCM outputs with reference datasets72
such as reanalyses ([Franco et al. 2011], [Walsh et al. 2008]). But, these approaches ignore73
the variability of the atmospheric circulation and of the associated weather conditions at the74
surface, which can be observed on daily to weekly time scales ([Casado and Pastor 2012]).75
Circulation type classifications avoid this problem by grouping and averaging similar daily76
circulation situations together through minimising the within-type variability. This therefore77
allows a precise and subtle analysis of circulation patterns, since each relatively homoge-78
neous type can be examined separately. Moreover, given that the principle of any classifica-79
tion is to characterise the diversity of a dataset, circulation type classifications better focus80
on the ability of GCMs to reproduce the variability of the atmospheric circulation over a81
region. This is considered by [Overland et al. 2011] as the first step in the procedure for se-82
4lecting a subgroup consisting of the best GCMs. A reliable simulation of the variability of the83
circulation is essential, since changes in this variability, meaning changes in circulation pat-84
terns, affect the surface climate conditions ([Casado and Pastor 2012], [Stoner et al. 2009]).85
In particular, extreme weather conditions and their impacts are usually observed under ex-86
treme circulation situations, enhancing the need for simulations able to reproduce the di-87
versity of the circulation. Finally, circulation type classifications have a high computational88
efficiency, which allows the evaluation of a large number of GCMs ([Boe´ et al. 2009]).89
Taking all this into account, we used the circulation type classification developed by90
[Fettweis et al. 2011b] over Greenland to compare the daily geopotential height at 500 hPa91
simulated by GCMs with three reanalyses for the current climate (1961-1990). With the92
aim of studying the GrIS surface mass balance, we mainly focused our comparison on the93
summer months (JJA, for June, July and August). We chose these months because the atmo-94
spheric circulation has a great impact, in addition to precipitation ([Schuenemann and Cassano 2009]),95
on the surface melt, which occurs essentially during summer. Indeed, the surface melt is96
strongly influenced by the temperature, which is highly correlated to the geopotential height,97
according to [Fettweis et al. 2011b]. An evaluation of the GCM-based general circulation98
during the winter (DJF, for December, January and February) is, however, provided in the99
Supplementary Material. The comparison between the datasets is based on differences in100
the frequency distribution of each circulation type between the GCMs and the reanalyses101
and on an analysis of the intraclass variability. Moreover, this approach is extended to fu-102
ture climate simulations to study the projected changes in the atmospheric circulation under103
warmer climates over Greenland.104
2 Data105
As proposed by [Fettweis et al. 2011b], we used the geopotential height at 500 hPa as the106
input variable of the circulation type classification for evaluating the general circulation over107
Greenland. GCMs from the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) Coupled Model108
Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multimodel dataset and its successor CMIP5 pre-109
pared respectively for the IPCC assessment reports AR4 ([Randall et al. 2007]) and AR5110
were used in this study to examine whether there has been an improvement between the111
CMIP3 GCMs and their new CMIP5 version. All the GCMs for which we could obtain112
geopotential height data were used here. Since the geopotential height was not a requested113
5variable in CMIP3 and is only a second priority variable in CMIP5, daily data for only114
a few GCMs could be retrieved. For the CMIP3 GCMs, all monthly data and the outputs115
of BCCR come from the CMIP3 database (see Table 1). The other output data were down-116
loaded directly from the modelling centre databases. For the CMIP5 GCMs, all outputs were117
downloaded from the CMIP5 platform.118
In order to evaluate the ability of GCMs to simulate the 20th century climate, daily and119
monthly mean summer (June, July and August) 500 hPa geopotential heights (referred to120
hereafter as Z500) were downloaded for the period 1961-1990. The monthly data were used121
as a basis for interpreting the results of the classification. The scenarios representing the122
current climate conditions are called 20C3M (20th Century Climate in Coupled Models) for123
CMIP3 and Historical for CMIP5. For the CMIP5 future projections, we used two Rep-124
resentative Concentration Pathway (RCP) experiments: the mid-range experiment RCP4.5125
projecting a radiative forcing of 4.5 W/m2 till 2100 and the pessimistic experiment RCP8.5126
simulating a radiative forcing of more than 8.5 W/m2 till 2100 ([Moss et al. 2010]). Calcu-127
lations were made for the first run (run1 for CMIP3 and r1i1p1 for CMIP5) of each GCM.128
The GCM outputs were compared to three reanalysis datasets: the NCEP/NCAR Re-129
analysis from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction - National Center for At-130
mospheric Research ([Kalnay et al. 1996]), the ERA-40 Reanalysis from the European Cen-131
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)([Uppala et al. 2005]) and the Twenti-132
eth Century Reanalysis version 2 (20CR)([Compo et al. 2011]) from the NOAA ESRL/PSD133
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Earth System Research Laboratory/Physical134
Sciences Division). More recent reanalysis datasets such as ERA-Interim, NCEP-DOE or135
MERRA are not used here, since they start around 1979 while the GCM simulations for the136
current climate go till 2000 (CMIP3) and 2005 (CMIP5). The overlapping period for the137
current climate evaluation would not be long enough (i.e. at least 30 years) to give robust138
results that are less influenced by the natural variability of the circulation.139
As the reanalyses and GCM outputs have different spatial resolutions (Table 1), the140
daily data used for the classification were linearly interpolated on a regular grid of 100 km141
resolution. As proposed by [Fettweis et al. 2011b], an area of 1400 km by 2700 km covering142
Greenland (centred on 72oN 40oW) was selected as the classification domain (see Figure 1).143
They showed that this domain is the most appropriate to study the atmospheric circulation144
over the GrIS with the methodology used here.145
63 Methodology146
Many classification methods have been developed during the last few decades for climatic147
or meteorological purposes ([Huth et al. 2007]). Their aim is to group meteorological situa-148
tions on the basis of atmospheric circulation (circulation type classifications) or according to149
surface weather elements (weather type classifications) into some distinct patterns in order150
to characterise the climatic conditions of the studied region ([El-Kadi and Smithson 1992],151
[Yarnal et al. 2001], [Huth 2000], [Philipp et al. 2010]). The first classifications were man-152
ual and an operator allocated each situation to the most similar type. Most of these meth-153
ods have now been automated, but they remain partially subjective, since the types are154
predefined; these methods are therefore considered as hybrid. Many automatic methods,155
where the types are defined through an algorithm and not by the user, are also available156
([Philipp et al. 2010]). They often use a principal component analysis ([Casado et al. 2009],157
[Huth 2000]), the correlation ([Lund 1963]), the root mean square deviation ([Kirchhofer 1973])158
or the Euclidean distance ([Philipp et al. 2007]) between the circulation situations to quan-159
tify their similarities. Then, a clustering technique such as K-means, Ward’s method, aver-160
age linkage, the centroid method or a leader algorithm is used to find the types and assign161
each situation to one of these types ([El-Kadi and Smithson 1992], [Kalkstein et al. 1987],162
[Huth et al. 2007]). In the last few years, more complex methods such as self-organising163
maps have been developed ([Schuenemann and Cassano 2009]). Nevertheless, a compari-164
son of many of these methods shows that no particular method can be considered as being165
better than the others ([Philipp et al. 2010]).166
Here, we used two indices to characterise the similarity between the pairs of daily cir-167
culation situations (i.e. daily mean geopotential height at 500 hPa), according to which the168
circulation situations were assigned to particular circulation-type classes. The first index,169
impacted by the geopotential height of the circulation situations, is based on the normal-170
ized Euclidean distance (referred to hereafter as DIST) between the two Z500 surfaces for171
each pair of days, as defined by [Fettweis et al. 2011b]. So, two situations with a similar172
geopotential height but slightly different patterns can be grouped together in contrast to two173
situations presenting the same pattern but at different mean geopotential heights. The aim174
of this paper was to evaluate the GCM circulation as a forcing for Regional Climate Mod-175
els (RCMs) over Greenland. Thus, we needed to take into account the geopotential height,176
since this is highly correlated to the atmospheric temperature, which affects the melting177
7rate simulated by the RCMs ([Fettweis et al. 2011b]). However, the influence of the mean178
geopotential height introduces artefacts in some specific cases, as we will see. To overcome179
this drawback, a second index is used. This index, evaluating only the pattern (i.e. the po-180
sition of high and low pressures, regardless of the gradient strength) of the Z500 surface, is181
defined as the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (referred to hereafter as RANK) for all182
pairs of situations. As argued by [Vautard and Yiou 2009], who used this coefficient to find183
analogues, the advantage of using the Spearman rank correlation rather than the linear cor-184
relation coefficient is that it avoids the influence of outliers on the index. This means that the185
Spearman rank correlation coefficient between two situations with similar patterns but with186
different gradient strengths is higher than their linear correlation coefficient. However, two187
parallel but distant Z500 surfaces are considered as similar with the correlation-based index188
because they have the same pattern. But, if the Z500 surfaces are parallel, this means that189
the temperature of the troposphere below 500 hPa is different and so, these two Z500 sur-190
faces will not have the same impact on the surface climate or as forcing fields for an RCM.191
Moreover, the gradient strength difference between two surfaces with a similar pattern is not192
taken into account ([Philipp et al. 2007]). For example, a strong and a weak anticyclone will193
be grouped together using RANK, regardless of the strength of the anticyclones, whereas194
they are treated as separated types by DIST. However, this approach offers the advantage of195
being independent of a warming of the atmosphere.196
Once the index is calculated, the circulation types are determined through an automatic197
circulation type classification developed with the aim of linking the atmospheric circula-198
tion over Greenland to the GrIS surface melt and described by [Fettweis et al. 2011b]. This199
classification is considered as a leader algorithm method ([Philipp et al. 2010]). That means200
that the first class is defined by the situation (called hereafter the reference situation) that201
counts the most similar situations, two situations being considered as similar if their index202
is above a given threshold. The second class is built in the same way on the basis of the203
remaining situations, and so on for all classes. Since the number of classes is fixed by the204
user, the threshold above which two situations are considered as similar is decreased class205
by class, given that the similarity indices reach 1 for two identical situations and decrease206
with increasing dissimilarity. This avoids very dissimilar sizes between the first and the last207
classes. When the requested number of classes is built and the number of unclassified situa-208
tions is below a threshold (fixed here at 1%), these remaining situations are assigned to the209
last class. This means that this class can be dominated by one circulation pattern, but that210
8it can take into account some very dissimilar patterns. In order to optimise the percentage211
of explained variance and so to reduce the within-type variability ([Philipp et al. 2010]), the212
classification scheme is repeated many times with various decrement and threshold values.213
Since the classification of circulation types used here is an automatic one, the circulation214
types are derived from the classification process and not predefined by the user. This implies215
that different datasets give different classification results for the same period. So, any com-216
parison between the circulation types of these datasets is impossible. To avoid this problem,217
[Huth 2000] suggests “projecting” the types of one dataset, considered as the reference,218
onto the other datasets. Here, we used the ERA-40 reanalysis as the reference dataset, but as219
shown by [Brands et al. 2012], NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40 present very similar circulation220
patterns, so that it makes almost no difference whether one or the other dataset is used as the221
reference. Moreover, most other studies evaluating the GCM-based circulation over Green-222
land or the Arctic region have used ERA-40 as the reference dataset ([Walsh et al. 2008],223
[Schuenemann and Cassano 2009]). As a benchmark for GCMs, NCEP/NCAR and 20CR224
are compared here to ERA-40 in the same way as for GCMs.225
The projection of the reference types onto a dataset consists of classifying the situations226
of this dataset using the same parameters that define the classes derived from the reference227
dataset. In our case, each class is defined by its reference situation and its index threshold.228
These two parameters are imposed on the GCM and the other reanalysis (NCEP/NCAR229
and 20CR) datasets to assign the situations to the classes, so that the types remain exactly230
the same for all GCMs, experiments and periods. This allows an easy comparison type by231
type, solely on the basis of differences in the frequency of the classes between the datasets.232
Since the unclassified situations are assigned to the last class, the more its frequency is233
overestimated by a GCM, the more this GCM fails to reproduce the observed types. For234
future climate projections, this also means that if new circulation types appear due to climate235
change, these situations will fall into this class.236
We used the RMSE (root mean square error) between the ERA-40 and the GCM fre-237
quencies as the synthetic index for comparison. However, although the parameters defining238
the classes are identical for all datasets, the distribution of the situations within the classes239
can differ from one dataset to another. This means that biases or circulation changes due to240
global warming can affect the distribution of the situations within the GCM classes, partic-241
ularly for RANK, since its classes do not depend on the geopotential height. To highlight242
intraclass distribution differences between the ERA-40 and the GCM classes, a two-sample243
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class. Finally, to ensure that our results were not influenced by the projection, an automatic245
classification was also carried out for some GCMs and the obtained types were projected246
onto the ERA-40 dataset, as proposed by [Huth 2000].247
Using DIST to classify the daily Z500, [Fettweis et al. 2011b] showed that eight classes248
are sufficient to represent the main circulation types observed over Greenland during sum-249
mer and that a domain limited approximately to the Greenland coasts gives the best re-250
sults for NCEP/NCAR. The circulation types obtained for the reference classification using251
ERA-40 daily mean Z500 data for June, July and August for the period 1961-1990 can252
be divided into three categories: anticyclonic, cyclonic and zonal flow types (see Fig. 1).253
The anticyclonic (corresponding to a negative North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index) and254
the cyclonic (corresponding to a positive NAO index) categories are both divided into two255
types. The first type shows a weak gradient, and thus a weak ridge (Class 3) or trough (Class256
2), and is relatively frequent (around 20%). The second type has a stronger gradient and is257
therefore less frequent (Class 7 showing a well marked anticyclone over southern Greenland258
and Class 5 presenting a broad trough). Anticyclonic (resp. cyclonic) types favour on aver-259
age warmer (resp. colder) atmospheric conditions compared to the seasonal mean, as shown260
by [Fettweis et al. 2011b]. Class 1 groups the intermediate circulation situations showing261
no clear anticyclonic or cyclonic curvature and is therefore close to the mean pattern over262
the period. In the zonal flux category, Class 4 is characterised by a strong north-west to263
south-east gradient (westerly flow), whereas the other zonal type (Class 6) shows a reversed264
situation with a higher Z500 in the north than in the south of Greenland, inducing an easterly265
flow. The last type (Class 8, accounting for 0.7% of the sample) is composed of both a cir-266
culation type showing a strong westerly flow and the unclassified situations, which are very267
heterogeneous. As shown in Fig. 2, RANK gives patterns very different from DIST. The268
RANK types highlight flow patterns (with both positive and negative anomalies for each269
class) rather than cyclonic and anticyclonic patterns, as typed by DIST. As we will see later,270
the interpretation of the frequency biases of the GCMs for these types is much more difficult271
than for DIST.272
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4 Evaluation of 20th century circulation types273
4.1 JJA mean Z500274
Before comparing the frequency differences for each circulation pattern between the GCMs275
and the reanalyses, it is important to evaluate the ability of the GCMs to reproduce the JJA276
mean Z500 (referred to hereafter as Z500JJA) over Greenland and its pattern for the current277
climate (1961-1990). Indeed, since DIST is influenced by the geopotential height, a GCM278
showing a strong Z500JJA anomaly also gives classification results very different from those279
of the reanalyses. Moreover, anomalies in the mean geopotential height suggest that the280
simulated atmosphere could be too warm or too cold, bearing in mind that temperature and281
geopotential height are positively correlated. So, a GCM presenting a high Z500JJA anomaly282
cannot be reliably used as a forcing input for downscaling methods. Finally, if a GCM is not283
able to simulate correctly the current climate, its ability to simulate future projections might284
be questionable. Some studies ([Masson and Knutti 2011], [Reifen and Toumi 2009]) have285
shown that the consistent results of one GCM over a given period cannot be considered as a286
guarantee of good results for other periods. However, it is likely that good matching GCMs287
over the 20th century will give more realistic future projections than GCMs that fail to repro-288
duce the current circulation ([Yoshimori and Abe-Ouchi 2011], [Casado and Pastor 2012]).289
Figure 3 shows the Z500JJA anomaly with respect to ERA-40 over Greenland for the290
reanalyses and the GCMs over the 1961-1990 period. The root mean square error between291
each GCM and ERA-40 is listed to quantify the differences in Z500JJA. We can immedi-292
ately see a very close similarity between the three reanalyses, despite the fact that 20CR293
slightly overestimates Z500JJA. It should be remembered that only the surface pressure is294
assimilated in the 20CR reanalysis in contrast to ERA-40 and NCEP/NCAR, which also use295
upper air data. So, we can expect that 20CR will give worse results, especially in the upper296
atmosphere. The differences between the GCMs and ERA-40 are generally much larger. It297
appears that the Z500JJA anomaly is very different from one GCM to another and that it298
can be negative as well as positive, so that no general tendency can be observed, as already299
shown by [Walsh et al. 2008] for CMIP3 models over the Arctic region. Nevertheless, the300
comparison cannot be made only on the basis of the RMSE and the mean differences, as301
they do not take into account the ability of the GCMs to reproduce the mean pattern. As302
described by [Franco et al. 2011], this pattern is characterised by a south-west to north-east303
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flow over the Baffin Bay turning to an eastward circulation over the GrIS except for southern304
Greenland, where the circulation remains from the south-west. When looking further into305
this Z500JJA pattern, only a relatively few (about one fourth) of the GCMs can be consid-306
ered as being able to reproduce this pattern (for example, HadGEM1, IPSL4, HadGEM2307
and MIROC5). The other GCMs show too weak of a north-south gradient (for example,308
BCCR or CNRM), an excessive ridge over Greenland (for example, IPSL5-LR and MRI) or309
have no realistic pattern (for instance, GISS-E2-R). Some GCMs such as BCC, CanESM2,310
MPI-LR or NorESM1 present artefacts in the isohypses over Greenland (probably due to the311
ice sheet topography) but, in general, their patterns are similar to those of the reanalyses.312
When comparing the CMIP3 and the CMIP5 versions of GCMs, we can observe that313
only in the case of CCCma47 and CCCma63, the Z500JJA anomalies are larger than in the314
CMIP5 version (CanESM2). For HadGEM and HadCM3, the anomalies are similar and315
IPSL4 shows a pattern closer to that of the reanalyses and a lower Z500JJA anomaly than its316
new versions (IPSL5-LR, -MR and IPSL-CM5B-LR).317
For the detailed analysis on a daily time-scale of the GCM-based circulation with the318
help of the circulation type classification, we used all GCMs (CMIP3 and CMIP5) for which319
daily Z500 outputs are available.320
4.2 Classification results321
The class by class frequency distribution for DIST shows that NCEP/NCAR generally gives322
frequencies closer to the ERA-40 frequencies than most of the GCMs (see Figure 4). The323
good agreement between NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40 is confirmed by [Casado et al. 2009],324
who compared the results of a classification of both reanalyses for winter in Europe. For325
20CR, the differences with regard to ERA-40 are larger than and of the same order (in ab-326
solute value) as those between ERA-40 and the best matching GCMs. For this reanalysis as327
well as for the GCMs, the frequency biases reflect the Z500JJA anomalies discussed above.328
Indeed, classes 3 and 7 (anticyclonic classes with a positive anomaly, see Fig. 1) are overrep-329
resented by the GCMs presenting a positive Z500JJA anomaly, which is the case for most of330
them. This is particularly marked for the GCMs showing an anticyclonic ridge over Green-331
land (for example, IPSL5-LR and MIROC-E). On the other hand, the GCMs presenting a332
negative Z500JJA anomaly underestimate the frequency of these classes. Of course, for the333
cyclonic classes (2 and 5), the comparison is analogous. Since Class 1 has a small Z500JJA334
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anomaly, no clear trend can be highlighted for the GCMs. The westerly flow type (Class 4)335
and the easterly flow type (Class 6) are underrepresented by (nearly) all GCMs. So, it seems336
that these types are more difficult to simulate than the more basic anticyclonic and cyclonic337
types. Finally, most of the GCMs overestimate the frequency and the variability of the last338
class, which includes the non-classified days. This shows that most of the GCMs simulate339
too many days with patterns that are very different from the 7 reference ERA-40 based pat-340
terns, but also that this class is not dominated by new circulation types (which would induce341
a lower standard deviation in this case).342
RANK confirms the results obtained on the basis of DIST (see Table 2 and Supplemen-343
tary Material ESM-Fig. 1). Indeed, the GCMs showing the closest frequency distribution to344
ERA-40 are the same for both classifications. Moreover, some general trends can be high-345
lighted. Classes 4 and 6 are underrepresented in most GCM datasets, while classes 5 and 8346
are overrepresented. The other classes show no clear tendency. Some GCMs largely over- or347
underestimate some classes, simulating half or twice the expected frequency. In contrary to348
DIST, it is difficult to link the frequency biases of the GCMs to their Z500JJA biases. When349
considering the KS-test, it appears that only CanESM2 shows similar intraclass distributions350
for most of its classes with regard to the corresponding ERA-40 intraclass distributions. This351
GCM also has the lowest Z500JJA bias. The other GCMs have significantly different intra-352
class distributions for (nearly) all classes. This means that the Z500JJA bias is not only due to353
the over- or underestimation of the frequency of some circulation types, but that it affects the354
whole circulation. This is also confirmed by the lower RMSE values and higher number of355
classes with a significantly different intraclass distribution for RANK than for DIST. Indeed,356
the higher RMSE and the lower number of classes with a significantly different intraclass357
distribution for DIST can be explained by the influence of the geopotential height. The dif-358
ferences between the two classifications also highlight differences between the GCMs. For359
example, the IPSL5 GCMs show high RMSE values for both DIST and RANK, indicating360
that their frequency biases highlighted with DIST are indeed due to biases in the frequency361
distribution of the circulation patterns (i.e. an overrepresentation of the anticyclonic types).362
By contrast, MIROC-E and MIROC-EC present a very high RMSE for DIST and a much363
lower RMSE for RANK. This means that the frequency biases of these GCMs for DIST364
are rather due to their Z500JJA bias than to an important over- or underestimation of some365
circulation patterns. But let us remember that a Z500JJA bias is likely to induce temperature366
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biases in the hosted RCM (according to [Fettweis et al. 2011b]), while a frequency bias will367
impact the occurrence of the number of warm and cold events during summer.368
4.3 Persistence of the circulation types369
The persistence of a circulation type is calculated as the mean number of consecutive days370
grouped in this type. In general, it appears that the persistence is overestimated and that371
the persistence biases are related to the frequency biases (Fig. 5). Indeed, the two classes372
which show too low a persistence for most GCMs are classes 4 and 6, which are also un-373
derrepresented by most GCMs. Moreover, the GCMs overestimating the anticyclonic type374
frequencies (for example, IPSL5-LR or MIROC-EC) also simulate a higher persistence for375
these types (generally about one to two days). This is logical, since if a type is more fre-376
quent, it is more likely to have a higher persistence. An analogous explanation can be held377
for the GCMs overrepresenting the cyclonic types. On the other hand, the persistence of the378
types that are underrepresented is generally close to that of ERA-40, while one could expect379
that this persistence would also be underestimated. This anomaly might be due to the gen-380
eral overestimation of persistence by the GCMs. As shown in the Supplementary Material381
(ESM-Fig. 2), this overestimation of persistence also appears for RANK, where the biases382
are lower, as in the case of frequency biases.383
384
It is important to note that the observations made here are similar when using NCEP/NCAR385
as the reference dataset instead of ERA-40 (see Supplementary Material ESM-Fig. 3, 4 and386
ESM-Table 1). Moreover, as indicated by [Huth 2000], the projection of the types of one387
dataset onto the other should be done in both directions to ensure that the results are not in-388
fluenced by the projection itself. This was done in the present study for 5 GCMs (CanESM2,389
IPSL5-LR, MPI-LR, MRI and NorESM1). The automatic classification was run on the His-390
torical (1961-1990) dataset of these GCMs and the resulting types imposed onto both ERA-391
40 and NCEP/NCAR. The RMSE over the frequency differences and the number of classes392
with a significantly different intraclass distribution (based on the KS-test) were found to be393
of the same order as presented above (see Supplementary Material ESM-Table 2 and Ta-394
ble 2). Moreover, when highlighting the IPSL5-LR classification using DIST, it counts 5395
anticyclonic types, most of which are underrepresented by ERA-40 and NCEP/NCAR (see396
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Supplementary Material ESM-Fig. 5 and ESM-Table 3). This confirms the observations397
made before that IPSL5-LR over-simulates anticyclonic situations.398
Finally, we compared the classification results using ERA-40 as the reference dataset399
for the 5 first runs (from r1i1p1 to r5i1p1) for CanESM2. It appears that the spread is quite400
low (with an RMSE varying between 2.15 and 4.12 for DIST and between 2.44 and 3.91 for401
RANK). So, this suggests that the differences between the runs of the same GCM are lower402
than those between the GCMs. This might be due to systematic errors or to the parametrisa-403
tion, which remains almost the same for a particular GCM. This is confirmed by the Z500JJA404
patterns and biases, which are often similar for GCMs from the same institute, when com-405
pared to GCMs from different research centres. In this way, the increased resolution for some406
GCMs (CCCma47 - CCCma63, IPSL5-LR - IPSL5-MR and MPI-LR - MPI-MR) does not407
seem to improve nor to deteriorate significantly the ability of these GCMs to reproduce the408
observed atmospheric circulation. When comparing the performance of CMIP3 and CMIP5409
GCMs, no improvement was detected.410
5 Future projections of the circulation411
In this section, we will focus on some of the CMIP5 GCMs that best simulate the current cli-412
mate, on the basis of both the DIST and RANK frequency RMSE and KS-test values: BCC,413
CanESM2, MPI-MR and NorESM1. This selection of the best matching GCMs is in agree-414
ment with the conclusions of [Overland et al. 2011] and [Walsh et al. 2008], who observed415
that, in relation to the Arctic, the most reliable GCMs are those most sensitive to climate416
change. Moreover, the general conclusions of this section are also valid for the other GCMs417
used previously. The future experiments selected here are the Representative Concentration418
Pathways RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 described in section 2, which can be considered as the mid-419
range and the upper limit experiment, respectively. In order to perform the classification and420
to apply the same approach as for the current climate, the future projections are split into421
three 30-year periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070 and 2071-2100.422
First, let us analyse the results obtained with RANK (see Table 3 and Figure 6). It ap-423
pears that there are no significant or systematic circulation changes through the three future424
periods or for the two experiments. It is true that there are some small changes through the425
three periods for some classes. However, on the one hand, these changes account for only426
2 to 5% between the first and the last future period and on the other hand, they are lower427
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than or are of the same order as the frequency biases between the GCMs and ERA-40 for428
the current climate. This means that the GCMs simulate neither new circulation patterns nor429
significant frequency changes under climate change conditions. Persistence also does not430
show any significant changes through the future periods with regard to the Historical exper-431
iment (see Table 4). Despite the interdependence between frequency and persistence, it is432
possible to observe persistence changes without frequency changes, but this is not the case433
here. However, the KS-test values show a strong increase for all classes, showing that the434
intraclass distribution calculated on the basis of the daily mean Z500 becomes increasingly435
different under climate change conditions. A more detailed analysis shows that the mean436
Z500 of all classes increases towards 2100. This is confirmed by the simulated Z500JJA437
(Fig. 7), which shows a progressive increase induced by the warming of the atmosphere438
through the three future periods compared to the current climate (Section 4.1). This Z500JJA439
increase is consistent with a warming over the whole North America - North Atlantic - Eu-440
rope domain (not shown). Of course, the increase is more pronounced for RCP8.5 than for441
RCP4.5. However, it is interesting to observe that the Z500JJA pattern remains the same for442
the two future experiments compared to the current climate for all three periods, confirming443
that there is no significant change in the circulation type frequencies. This observation is444
in contradiction with the results obtained by [Franco et al. 2011]. They showed for CMIP3445
GCMs a stronger mean Z500 increase over the northern part of Greenland. This probably446
means that the warming and the associated Z500 increase is spatially more homogeneous for447
CMIP5 GCMs than for CMIP3 GCMs. Note that [Franco et al. 2011] worked over the whole448
year and that the CMIP3 future experiments (A1B, A2 and B1) are difficult to compare with449
the CMIP5 future experiments since they are defined differently.450
On the other hand, the DIST results show significant and systematic frequency changes451
in the circulation types. The most important changes are a rarefaction of the cyclonic types452
and a strong increase in the anticyclonic type frequencies. Nevertheless, these frequency453
changes are an artefact associated to the warming of the atmosphere due to the influence of454
the geopotential height itself on DIST. For the future climate, the Z500 increase is strong455
enough so that the difference in geopotential height between the future Z500 surfaces and456
the ERA-40 surfaces becomes dominant, to the detriment of the pattern. In this case, the457
classes can no longer be interpreted as circulation types. To avoid this artefact, we removed458
from each future daily Z500, the Z500JJA increase between the Historical (1961-1990) and459
the considered future period, before applying DIST again. The aim of this reasoning was460
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to verify whether DIST gives the same results, i.e. no systematic circulation changes, as461
RANK, when it is not influenced by the Z500 increase. Removing the Z500JJA increase462
is justified, since the KS-test for RANK and the future Z500JJA pattern give some evidence463
that the Z500 increase is similar for all classes (see also Supplementary Material ESM-Table464
4 for the differences in the class means between the future experiments and the Historical465
experiment). The results obtained for DIST after removing the Z500JJA increase confirm that466
the GCMs do not simulate significant changes in the circulation type frequencies (see Table467
3 and Supplementary Material ESM-Fig. 6).468
6 Results for winter469
When applying the method explained here to the winter months (December, January and470
February), it appears that the general conclusions are the same as for the summer. The rank-471
ing of the best matching GCMs is only slightly different, since some good matching GCMs472
for summer give worse results for winter (see Supplementary Material ESM-Fig. 7, 8 and473
ESM-Table 5). For example, BCC and CanESM2 strongly overestimate the frequency of the474
cyclonic classes, while MIROC5 overrepresents the anticyclonic types. It is also interesting475
to note that some GCMs that match worse for the summer give better results for the winter476
(IPSL5-LR and -MR, MIROC-E and -EC). The other GCMs fail to reproduce the winter477
ERA-40-based circulation. As for the summer, both RANK and DIST (after removing the478
Z500DJF increase) show that none of the GCMs simulates significant circulation changes for479
the future compared to the current climate.480
7 Conclusion481
We evaluated the Z500 circulation simulated by the CMIP3 and CMIP5 GCMs over Green-482
land with the help of a circulation type classification. Two different indices were used: the483
Euclidean distance and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. These two indices give484
very different circulation types, since the first is influenced by the differences in geopotential485
height between the daily situations, while the second takes only the circulation pattern into486
account. It is interesting to observe that the best matching GCMs for the current climate (for487
summer: HadGEM1, IPSL4, BCC, BNU, CanESM2, MIROC5, MPI-MR and NorESM1488
and for winter: HadGEM1, IPSL4, BNU, HadGEM2, MPI-LR, MPI-MR and NorESM1)489
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are the same for both indices. This shows the independence of the results in respect to the490
index used.491
For the current climate, some major differences in the frequency of the circulation types492
between the GCM-based circulation and ERA-40 were highlighted for most GCMs. Obvi-493
ously, these GCMs have difficulty in reproducing the observed circulation over Greenland494
during summer and winter. Indeed, despite the ability of most GCMs to reproduce the ob-495
served circulation types, the differences between them and ERA-40 are much higher than496
those between NCEP/NCAR and ERA-40. This discrepancy gives an idea of the uncer-497
tainties of the GCM-based geopotential height data over Greenland. Through the strong498
relationship between the atmospheric circulation and other variables such as temperature,499
precipitation and wind, the frequency biases of the circulation types have important impli-500
cations for the reliability of these variables, as shown by [Schuenemann and Cassano 2009]501
for precipitation. The frequency and persistence biases show the difficulty for the GCMs in502
reproducing the variability of the atmospheric circulation. In particular, the study of rare and503
extreme circulation types might be risky, since these conditions will probably not be well504
simulated. Our results for the current climate join the conclusions of [Stoner et al. 2009]505
and [Casado and Pastor 2012], who showed that some GCMs give more realistic results than506
others, but that there is no one GCM that is systematically and significantly better than the507
others. As stated by [Overland et al. 2011], the selection of a particular GCM depends on508
the application, but some GCMs might be more useful than others over Greenland, particu-509
larly as a forcing for Regional Climate Models, which need GCM-based circulation forcing510
at high temporal resolution.511
We also showed that the relationship between the frequency biases and the Z500JJA bias512
is different from one GCM to another. For some GCMs, the Z500JJA bias seems to affect513
all circulation types in more or less the same way because the Z500JJA bias is induced by514
an atmospheric temperature bias. For other GCMs, the frequency biases of some classes515
(e.g. anticyclonic types) are so important, that they induce a Z500JJA bias. On the one hand,516
this means that it is very dangerous to simply remove the mean bias of a GCM variable517
before using it. On the other hand, it confirms the need for a GCM evaluation on a daily518
to sub-daily timescale before using the GCMs at this timescale, for example as a Regional519
Climate Model forcing. Circulation type classifications are an efficient tool to achieve such520
an evaluation, since they allow us to consider the ability of the GCMs to reproduce the di-521
versity of the circulation types as well as the variability of the atmospheric circulation on a522
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daily timescale, which is not possible with monthly or seasonal mean approaches. For ex-523
ample, the underestimation of some types (classes 4 and 6) is not detected using Z500JJA.524
Moreover, it is impossible to know from Z500JJA whether a GCM showing an anticyclonic525
anomaly overrepresents strongly Class 3 or slightly Class 7, despite major differences in the526
impact of these classes on variables such as temperature or precipitation. In general, Z500JJA527
gives no quantitative information on the over- or underestimation of the different types and528
consequently their persistence, in spite of the influence of the persistence on blocking con-529
ditions, for example.530
For the future projections, RANK suggests almost no circulation changes. This is con-531
firmed by DIST after removing the Z500JJA increase between the future period and the532
current climate. In this case, the removal of the Z500JJA increase is justified, since it affects533
all circulation types in a similar way, as evidenced by RANK. The absence of circulation534
changes means that the changes in other variables such as temperature and precipitation535
are due to changes in the intraclass variability of these variables. This has been pointed out536
by [Schuenemann and Cassano 2010], who showed that the most important projected pre-537
cipitation changes are due to changes in the intraclass variability of precipitation, and the538
KS-test for RANK shows a strong Z500 increase for all classes, which is explained by the539
warming of the region. This also means that we could gain a good idea of the future climate540
changes simply by using the ERA-40 (or NCEP/NCAR) circulation and only changing the541
temperature and its associated variables (such as humidity, precipitation, cloudiness, etc.),542
but not the regional wind, since this depends on the circulation patterns and therefore should543
not change significantly due to global warming. Nevertheless, we cannot conclude that the544
projected warming over the region does not imply changes in the frequency distribution545
of the circulation types; nor can we conclude that the GCMs are not able to simulate fre-546
quency changes. However, according to [Fettweis et al. 2011b] and [Hanna et al. 2009], it547
should be noted that the recent JJA warming in the 2000s over Greenland seems to result548
from changes in circulation patterns with more anticyclonic conditions than over the last few549
decades, favouring southerly warm air advection over the western part of Greenland. These550
more anticyclonic conditions are related to a strong decrease in the NAO index, as it appears551
on Fig. 8. On the one hand, GCMs have obvious difficulty in simulating similar conditions.552
On the other hand, the projected absence of NAO changes towards 2100 does not allow us553
to conclude whether the NAO changes observed over the last few years should be attributed554
to climate variability, or if these changes are due to global warming.555
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Another important result is that the different runs of the same GCM gave similar results556
for atmospheric circulation. This means, on the one hand, that it does not change signifi-557
cantly the results if another run is used instead of r1i1p1, and on the other hand, that different558
runs of one GCM can only be used to quantify the uncertainties related to the parametrisa-559
tion of that particular GCM. One cannot use different runs of only one GCM to gain an560
idea of the spread of the values for a given experiment. Moreover, the spread of the GCM561
simulations for one experiment gives an idea of the uncertainty over this experiment and,562
as already advised by [Overland et al. 2011], it is necessary to work with several GCMs to563
gain an idea of the extent of this uncertainty.564
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Fig. 1 The JJA circulation types during the period 1961-1990 for the automatic circulation type classification
using the Euclidean distance for ERA-40 over Greenland are represented by the solid black isohypses (in
metres). The relative frequency of each type is shown in bold and the mean CPC (Climate Prediction Center)
NAO index of each class as well as its standard deviation are listed in brackets. Top: the anomaly is calculated
as the difference between the class mean Z500 and Z500JJA from 1961-1990. Bottom: the colours represent
the standard deviation of each class
25
Fig. 2 The JJA circulation types from 1961-1990 for the automatic circulation type classification using the
Spearman rank correlation for ERA-40 over Greenland are represented by the solid black isohypses (in me-
tres). The relative frequency of each type is shown in bold and the mean CPC NAO index of each class as well
as its standard deviation are listed in brackets. Top: the anomaly is calculated as the difference between the
class mean Z500 and Z500JJA for the period 1961-1990. Bottom: the colours represent the standard deviation
of each class
26
Fig. 3 The simulated Z500JJA from each GCM and reanalysis from 1961-1990 is represented by the black
isohypses (in metres). The anomaly is calculated as the difference between the GCM/reanalysis Z500JJA
(shown below each plot, on the left) and the ERA-40 Z500JJA. The root mean square error between the
GCM/reanalysis and the ERA-40 Z500JJA is also listed (below each plot, on the right). The CMIP3 GCMs
are marked in blue, the CMIP5 GCMs in red and the reanalyses in black. GCMs for which only monthly data
are available are shown to give an idea of the spread of Z500JJA
27
Fig. 4 The frequency (in %) of each circulation type of the Euclidean distance classification is represented
for all GCMs and reanalyses for summer (JJA) for the period 1961-1990. The solid grey line is the ERA-40
frequency
28
Fig. 5 The mean persistence (in days) of each circulation type of the Euclidean distance classification based
on ERA-40 is represented for all GCMs and reanalyses for summer (JJA) for the period 1961-1990. The solid
grey line is the ERA-40 persistence
29
Fig. 6 The frequency (in %) of each circulation type is represented for the retained GCMs for the Spearman
rank correlation classification for the Historical experiment and the three future periods for the RCP4.5 exper-
iment (dashed line) and the RCP8.5 experiment (solid line). The ERA-40 frequency is shown for comparison
30
Fig. 7 The projected Z500JJA of some CMIP5 GCMs for the three future periods is represented by the black
isohypses (in metres) for both future projection experiments. The anomaly is calculated as the difference be-
tween the GCM future period Z500JJA (shown below each plot, on the left) and its current climate (Historical
experiment, 1961-1990) Z500JJA. The root mean square error between the GCM future period and current
climate Z500JJA is also listed below each plot, on the right
31
Fig. 8 The mean summer (JJA) NAO (North Atlantic Oscillation) index is normalized by 1961-1990 and
shown as 10-year running mean. For the GCMs, the Historical experiment is plotted from 1961-2005 and
the RCP8.5 from 2006-2100. The four GCMs used for the future projections are drawn in blue, the others in
grey. The GCM mean is shown in black and the one standard deviation interval around this mean is shaded in
grey. ERA is divided into ERA-40 from 1961-1999 and ERA-Interim from 2000-2011. The CRU (Climatic
Research Unit, see http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/nao/ for more details) and CPC (Climate Prediction
Center, see http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/ for more details) NAO indices are also shown
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Table 1 A short name has only been assigned to the GCMs/reanalyses for which we could obtain daily data of the
geopotential height at 500 hPa. The data were downloaded from the website indicated as footnote, except for the
CMIP3 monthly data, which come from the CMIP3 server at https://esg.llnl.gov:8443/
Model name Short name Spatial resolution (lat, lon) Research centre ID (Country)
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 1 NCEP/NCAR 2:5o2:5o NCEP-NCAR (United States)
ECMWF ERA-40 2 ERA-40 1:125o1:125o ECMWF (Europe)
20thC-ReanV2 3 20CR 2:0o2:0o NOAA ESRL/PSD (United States)
BCCR-BCM2.0 4 BCCR 2:8o2:8o BCCR (Norway)
CCCma-CGCM3.1/T47 5 CCCma47 3:75o3:75o CCCma (Canada)
CCCma-CGCM3.1/T63 5 CCCma63 2:8o2:8o CCCma (Canada)
IPSL-CM4 v1 6 IPSL4 2:5o3:75o IPSL (France)
UKMO-HadCM3 7 HadCM3 2:5o3:75o MOHC (United Kingdom)
UKMO-HadGEM1 7 HadGEM1 1:25o1:875o MOHC (United Kingdom)
ACCESS1.0 8 1:25o1:875o CSIRO-BOM (Australia)
ACCESS1.3 8 1:25o1:875o CSIRO-BOM (Australia)
BCC-CSM1-1 8 BCC 2:8o2:8o BCC (China)
BNU-ESM 8 BNU 2:8o2:8o BNU (China)
CanESM2 8 CanESM2 2:8o2:8o CCCma (Canada)
CNRM-CM5 8 CNRM 1:4o1:4o CNRM-CERFACS (France)
CSIRO-Mk3.6 8 1:875o1:875o CSIRO-QCCCE (Australia)
FGOALS-s2 8 FGOALS 1:67o2:8o LASG-IAP(China)
GFDL-ESM2M 8 GFDL 2:0o2:5o NOAA GFDL (United States)
GISS-E2-H 8 2:0o2:5o NASA-GISS (United States)
GISS-E2-R 8 2:0o2:5o NASA-GISS (United States)
HadCM3 8 2:5o3:75o MOHC (United Kingdom)
HadGEM2-CC 8 HadGEM2 1:25o1:875o MOHC (United Kingdom)
HadGEM2-ES 8 1:25o1:875o MOHC (United Kingdom)
INMCM4 8 1:5o2:0o INM (Russia)
IPSL-CM5A-LR 8 IPSL5-LR 1:875o3:75o IPSL (France)
IPSL-CM5A-MR 8 IPSL5-MR 1:25o2:5o IPSL (France)
IPSL-CM5B-LR 8 1:875o3:75o IPSL (France)
MIROC4h 8 0:56o0:56o MIROC (Japan)
MIROC5 8 MIROC5 1:4o1:4o MIROC (Japan)
MIROC-ESM-CHEM 8 MIROC-EC 2:8o2:8o MIROC (Japan)
MIROC-ESM 8 MIROC-E 2:8o2:8o MIROC (Japan)
MPI-ESM-LR 8 MPI-LR 1:875o1:875o MPI-M (Germany)
MPI-ESM-MR 8 MPI-MR 1:875o1:875o MPI-M (Germany)
MRI-CGCM3 8 MRI 1:125o1:125o MRI (Japan)










Table 2 The root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated over the frequency differences between the
GCM/reanalysis and ERA-40 for the classifications using the Euclidean distance (DIST) and the Spearman
rank correlation (RANK) for the current climate (1961-1990, JJA). The other columns indicate the number
of classes that have a significantly different intraclass distribution (at 5%) with regard to ERA-40 and on the
basis of a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
DIST RANK
RMSE KS-test RMSE KS-test
NCEP/NCAR 1.44 0 0.74 0
20CR 5.42 6 1.54 8
BCCR 10.56 5 3.47 8
CCCma47 7.02 5 3.26 7
CCCma63 7.89 5 2.55 8
HadCM3 8.41 5 2.07 8
HadGEM1 4.9 4 2.17 8
IPSL4 2.44 6 2.46 8
BCC 4.09 2 2.8 6
BNU 4.86 6 2.98 6
CanESM2 3.58 3 2.44 2
CNRM 10.28 5 3.56 8
FGOALS 9.76 7 3.05 8
GFDL 5.26 6 3.32 6
HadGEM2 5.63 5 2.44 8
IPSL5-LR 6.68 4 6.68 8
IPSL5-MR 7.28 4 5.09 7
MIROC5 3.67 5 1.2 8
MIROC-EC 13.45 7 3.88 8
MIROC-E 11.26 6 4.4 8
MPI-LR 5.1 1 2.75 6
MPI-MR 4.59 2 2.95 7
MRI 4.54 3 3.9 7
NorESM1 4.81 3 2.08 7
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Table 3 The root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated over the frequency differences between the retained
CMIP5 GCMs and ERA-40 (1961-1990) for the classifications using the Spearman rank correlation (upper
part) and the Euclidean distance after removing the Z500JJA increase (lower part)
Historical RCP4.5 RCP8.5
1961-1990 2011-2040 2041-2070 2071-2100 2011-2040 2041-2070 2071-2100
BCC 2.8 3.21 3.24 2.58 3.5 3.12 3.86
CanESM2 2.44 2.63 4.4 3.67 2.93 2.93 4.06
MPI-MR 2.95 2.89 3.64 2.7 3.7 2.8 3.07
NorESM1 2.08 2.3 1.69 2.0 3.51 2.46 2.24
BCC 4.09 3.24 3.12 2.52 3.12 2.36 1.79
CanESM2 3.58 2.07 1.66 2.45 3.65 1.99 2.32
MPI-MR 4.59 4.46 4.19 4.47 4.63 4.27 3.53
NorESM1 4.81 4.97 4.57 4.86 4.24 3.97 4.77
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Table 4 The mean persistence (in days) is shown for each circulation type for the last period (2071-2100, JJA)
of the future experiments RCP4.5 (upper part) and RCP8.5 (lower part) using the Spearman rank correlation
classification based on ERA-40
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
BCC 2.9 2.1 2.4 3.4 2.4 1.9 2.2 1.3
CanESM2 2.2 1.9 2.2 2.9 2.0 2.3 1.8 1.4
MPI-MR 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.8 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.5
NorESM1 2.9 2.2 2.1 2.7 2.3 2.1 2.2 1.5
BCC 2.9 2.1 2.4 4.4 2.1 2.3 2.2 1.2
CanESM2 2.6 2.0 1.9 2.9 2.1 2.7 2.0 1.2
MPI-MR 2.3 2.1 2.1 3.1 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.4
NorESM1 3.2 2.1 2.4 3.0 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.3
